
Unique Triangle Tribute
Innovative, intricate and inspiring, the RAM’s 2018 
$5 Tri Services Triangular Silver Proof forms an 
outstanding tribute to the Australian Defence Force.

Struck in the ever-popular triangular format, this 
99.9% pure silver Proof features a powerful motif 
representing the Australian Army, Navy and Air Force. 
Fully struck-up, the design contrasts superbly with a 
depiction of the spectacular stained glass windows 
at the Australian War Memorial’s Hall of Memory.

Sure to mirror the success of its predecessors, the 
mintage of this unique Australian legal tender coin 
has been set at a low 10,000.

 ´ Struck to flawless 
Proof quality from 
22.23g of 99.9% silver

 ´ Tiny mintage restricted 
to a mere 10,000

 ´ Australian legal tender 
– spans 33.90mm x 
33.90mm x 33.90mm

 ´ Set in a Royal 
Australian Mint case 
with a numbered 
Certificate of 
Authenticity

 ´ Available at the RAM’s 
affordable Official 
Issue Price

2018 $5 Tri Services 
Triangular Silver Proof 
Official Issue Price

$90
18341
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2018 $2 Lest We Forget  
Al-Br Unc Mint Roll
Official Issue Price

$9995
18344

2018 $2 Lest We Forget Al-Br Coin Pack
$10
18343

2018 $2 Lest We Forget  
C Mintmark Al-Br Unc
Official Issue Price

$15
18342

Tiny number of Mint Rolls available!

Direct from the RAM to you, we also have a tiny number of 2018 
$2 Lest We Forget Al-Br Unc Mint Rolls in stock! Set in a genuine 
RAM wrapper – your guarantee of Uncirculated quality – each roll 
comprises 25 examples of this poignant full-colour $2. Top value at 
just $99.95, our meagre stock will be blown away in days. 

New full-colour $2 launched!
An important Australian legal tender coin, issued to honour all who 
have served Australia in times of conflict, the 2018 $2 Lest We Forget 
Al-Br Coin Pack is a must-have for every collection.

Graced with a powerful full-colour design, the reverse motif was inspired 
by the Australian War Memorial’s Eternal Flame – symbolising sacrifice 
and remembrance. A one-year-only issue, this type is sure to be hoarded 
out of circulation – as with every full-colour $2 commemorative. It’s 
extremely tough to secure full-colour $2 commemoratives in change, 
and impossible to do so in Uncirculated condition.

Struck by the Royal Australian Mint, and presented within a custom-
made credit card-style pack, don’t miss this crucial opportunity to  
add this key type to your collection in strictly Unc.

The compulsory complement…

The compulsory complement to the coin above, the Royal Australian 
Mint’s 2018 $2 Lest We Forget C Mintmark Al-Br Unc is important, 
official and very affordable. Beautifully presented within an official, 
informative RAM pack, this unique Australian legal tender full-colour 
type is a must-have for every collection at Official Issue Price. 

NEW  
RELEASE

NEW  
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NEW  
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Pack - artist's impression
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2017 $5 Front Line Angels 
Triangular Silver Proof
Official Issue Price

$90
16380

Not issued for circulation! 
Whilst sure to be targeted as a unique tribute to one of Australia’s 
greatest military leaders, the 25mm 2018 $1 Sir John Monash 
Al-Br Unc is certain to command the attention of all serious 
collectors. Why? Because this one-year-only Australian legal 
tender $1 will not be issued for circulation and will never be found 
in change! Must-have for a complete collection! 

Mintage an incredibly low 2,500! 
Bearing a powerful portrait of WWI hero Sir John Monash, this 
40mm, 1oz 99.9% silver Proof is perhaps even more notable for 
the limited availability. A drastic underestimation of demand, given 
that Monash is one of the most important figures in Australian 
history, the mintage has been set at just 2,500! Australian legal 
tender, each coin is set in a RAM case with a numbered Certificate.

Angels of the Front Line 

An innovative tribute to Australian military nurses, we have 
a tiny number of the 2017 $5 Front Line Angels Triangular 
Silver Proof left in stock. An Australian legal tender issue, 
measuring 33.90mm x 33.90mm x 33.90mm, this eye-
catching 22.23g 99.9% silver coin is set in a case with a 
Certificate confirming the mintage of just 10,000.

2018 Sir John Monash Al-Br Unc
Official Issue Price

$15
18345

2018 $5 Sir John Monash Silver Proof
Official Issue Price 

$100
18346
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Defined by great variety, superb 
presentation and fantastic 
value, the WWII Historical 
Portfolio is a masterwork  
of military memorabilia.

The ultimate commemoration  
of Australia’s journey through  
the Second World War, this  
unique anthology features an  
array of WWII era coins, notes  
and stamps, plus medal and ration 
ticket replicas. An outstanding 
presentation, the collection is  
set in a hardback portfolio  
jam-packed with illustrations, 
photos and information.

 ´ A compelling chronicle of 
Australia’s role in WWII

 ´ 17 pieces of WWII era currency 
& replica memorabilia

 ´ Presented in an illustrated, 
informative hardback portfolio

 ´  Exceptional value-for-money  
at less than $200!

The ultimate Australian WWII Collection

Just a selection of the outstanding array of WWII era memorabilia in this enthralling presentation…

WWII 1939-45 Historical Portfolio
Official Issue Price

$195
17045

WWI portfolio also available, see Order Form
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An extensive presentation, 
comprising…

 ´ six original WWII era coins – 
two from Australia; one each 
from Britain, Germany, Italy & 
USA (dates of our choice)

 ´ four original WWII era stamps 
(types of our choice)

 ´ two original WWII notes and 
two replica military medals

 ´ a WWII Internment Camp 
Token replica

 ´ two replica Petrol Ration 
Tickets 

Order today, call us on 1300 788 358

The ultimate Australian WWII Collection

Just a selection of the outstanding array of WWII era memorabilia in this enthralling presentation…

NEW  
RELEASE
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Featuring a powerful full-colour design inspired by the ceiling of the 
Australian War Memorial’s Hall of Memory, this unique Uncirculated 
quality $2 coin is sure to be hoarded out of circulation – as with 
every full-colour $2. Set in a custom-made pack – top value at $10.

2017 $2 Lest We Forget Al-Br Coin Pack
$10
16307

Issued for the Gallipoli centenary, this is Australia’s fourth full-
colour $2 and fourth circulating commemorative $2. Hoarded out of 
circulation, this is your chance to secure this coin in Uncirculated 
quality – set in a custom-made pack. Limited stocks available!

Australia’s fifth full-colour circulating coin type, the 2015 $2 
Remembrance Day Unc is all but impossible to find in change. 
Capturing the essence of Lt Colonel John McCrae’s moving poem, In 
Flanders Fields, each Uncirculated coin is set in a custom-made pack.

A poignant tribute to all who have served in times of conflict, this 
unique Remembrance Day $2 tribute bears a vibrant full-colour 
depiction of rosemary – a herb associated with remembrance.  
Set in a custom-made pack, each coin is in Uncirculated quality.

2015 $2 Lest We Forget Al-Br Coin Pack
$1995

12513
2015 $2 Remembrance Day Al-Br Coin Pack

$1995
12880

2017 $2 Remembrance Day Al-Br Coin Pack
$10
17563

Tough to find in change!
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Stunning in silver
Instantly catching the eye of collectors across 
the globe, the Australian legal tender 2018 $1 
Armistice Centenary 1oz Silver Proof carries one 
of the finest designs to emerge from the Royal 
Australian Mint in many years. 

Perfectly accommodated by the crown-sized 40mm 
flan, this masterpiece of numismatic art unites the 
fragile elegance of the poppy with the brute force 
of a bullet motif. A fine presentation, each 1oz 
99.9% silver Proof coin is set in an official Royal 
Australian Mint case with a numbered Certificate  
of Authenticity attesting to the mintage of 7,500.

Glorious in gold 
Capturing the brutality of the First World War, and 
the emergence of new life as the guns fell silent, 
the RAM’s Armistice Centenary motif looks equally 
magnificent when struck to the height of Proof 
quality from pure 99.99% gold.

A peerless partnership of presentation, purity and 
prestige, this poignant 21.69mm Australian legal 
tender coin is as exclusive as it is eye-catching. 
To be enjoyed by a privileged band of collectors, 
the mintage has been set at a mere 2,500 coins 
– each set in an official case with a numbered 
Certificate of Authenticity.

2018 $1 Armistice Centenary  
1oz Silver Proof 
Official Issue Price

$100
18241

2018 $25 Armistice Centenary 
1/4oz Gold Proof 
Official Issue Price

$750
18242
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Choice Unc quality
As good as the day they were struck, in the 
year that the First World War began, we have 
a tiny number of the Melbourne Mint’s 1914M 
Gold Sovereign in sparkling Choice Uncirculated 
condition. Presented within a case with a 
Certificate of Authenticity, this 104-year-old 
22-carat gold coin is scarce in any grade,  
and is seldom offered to collectors in such  
an outstanding state of preservation. Don’t  
miss this tremendous opportunity!

Every WWI  
Sovereign date
A golden opportunity to form a powerful link with 
Australians of the WWI era, this set includes a 
sovereign struck in each year of the war from 1914 
to 1918. Struck at the mints in Sydney, Melbourne 
and Perth (our choice), the 22-carat gold coins 
are in premium grade about Uncirculated to 
Uncirculated condition. A prestigious presentation, 
the 5-coin set is beautifully presented within a 
lavish timber case with a Certificate of Authenticity. 

1914M Gold Sovereign Choice Unc
$995

17403

1914-18 Gold Sovereign Set 
aUnc-Unc 

$4,475
SH265

Premium grade gold from the First World War

Ø22.05mm

8 Looking for a specific sovereign date? Call us on 1300 788 358
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Armistice Centenary
A poignant acquisition as we mark the 100th 
anniversary of the end of the First World War, the 
COMPLETE 1918 Sovereign Trio is a must-have in 
premium grade EF to aUnc. Very scarce today,  
in part due to demand in Britain, which did not 
strike sovereigns in the last year of the war, we 
have a tiny number of 22-carat gold trios available. 
A fitting standard of presentation for such key  
WWI coins, the set is housed in a timber case  
with a Certificate of Authenticity.

Gallipoli Gold
Always hotly pursued, due to the link with the  
ill-fated Gallipoli Campaign, this prestigious  
pair comprises a 1915S Half Sovereign and  
1915S Sovereign. Struck early in the reign of 
King George V, and offered in near-flawless about 
Uncirculated to Uncirculated condition, the two 
22-carat gold coins are united within a timber 
case with a Certificate of Authenticity. With a tiny 
number in stock, and Gallipoli Gold so sought  
after, we recommend immediate action.

1915S Gold Sovereign & Half 
Sovereign Pair aUnc-Unc

$1,495
12005

1918 M,S&P Gold Sovereign  
Trio EF-aUnc

$2,995
10491

Premium grade gold from the First World War

Ø22.05mmØ19.30mm

9Looking for a specific sovereign date? Call us on 1300 788 358



The iconic Spitfire
Honouring the legendary Supermarine Spitfire, the 
Royal Mint could have chosen no finer subject for 
the RAF Centenary Series. 

A true icon of the air, the Spitfire served with 
distinction from the 1930s to the 1960s, with the 
pinnacle of its career during the 1940 Battle of 
Britain. In league with the Hawker Hurricane, the 
Spitfire played a key role in thwarting Hitler’s invasion 
plans, and established a reputation as one of history’s 
greatest fighters. 

Carrying a splendid portrayal of a Spitfire squadron 
in action, the BU Bimetal £2 and Silver Proof  
Bimetal £2 are both set in  
official packaging, with  
the latter complete with  
a numbered Certificate.

2018 £2 RAF Centenary 
Spitfire Cu-Ni BU

$2495
18300

2018 £2 RAF Centenary 
Spitfire Silver Proof

$129
18301

The RAF Centenary
The first release in what is sure to be a sought  
after 5-coin series, this unique British legal tender 
£2 type pays homage to the centenary of the  
Royal Air Force. 

Formed in April 1918, the RAF is the oldest 
independent air force in the world. It has played  
a fundamental role in the protection of Britain  
and her allies over the last century, and is held  
in great esteem around the globe. 

An apt tribute, the first release depicts the official 
RAF Badge, and is available in BU quality at an 
affordable $24.95. This unique £2 type is also 
available as a sparkling sterling 
silver Proof, set in a Royal Mint 
case with a numbered Certificate 
of Authenticity. 

2018 £2 RAF Centenary 
Badge Cu-Ni BU

$2495
18297

2018 £2 RAF Centenary  
Badge Silver Proof

$129
18298

Gold Proof also available, see Order Form

10 Order today, call us on 1300 788 358

Gold Proof also available, see Order Form
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Huge coin – massive impact
Marking the centenary of the conclusion of 
‘the war to end all wars’, the 2018 $10 WWI 
Armistice 5oz Silver Proof has made a major 
impact since unveiled in March. When you 
consider the quality and beauty of the coin, 
the demand is no great surprise.

A strictly limited edition, with the mintage 
just 500, this 5oz 99.9% silver Proof will 
make the perfect centrepiece for any 
collection. Set in a case, each 65mm 
Niue legal tender coin is also individually 
edge-numbered – matching the numbered 
Certificate of Authenticity!

First of its kind!
A deeply poignant tribute to the Australians  
who served in WWI, this is the Perth Mint’s  
first 5oz Silver Antique coin – and the Mint’s 
first Silver Antique coin featuring full-colour!

A groundbreaking Australian legal tender 
release, the 2018 $8 ANZAC Spirit 5oz 
Silver Antique is, however, to be enjoyed 
by the privileged few. The mintage is just 
300! Depicting the dome of the Australian 
War Memorial’s Hall of Memory in full-colour, 
surrounded by portrayals of the Hall’s stained 
glass windows, each 55.50mm 99.99% silver 
coin is set in a case with a numbered Certificate.

Produced in association with the Australian War Memorial.
The Australian War Memorial logo is a registered trademark of the Australian War Memorial TM & © 2018.

NEW  
RELEASE

2018 $10 WWI Armistice 5oz 
Silver Proof
Official Issue Price

$499
16813

2018 $8 ANZAC Spirit 5oz 
Silver Antique
Official Issue Price

$499
18334
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Featuring an overprint and individual 
numbering, this tribute to Australia’s wartime 
nurses had a limited edition of just 750 – 
instantly SOLD OUT at the Sydney Money Expo!

This one-year-only 25mm $1 type from 
the RAM honours all Australians who 
served in the First World War. Set in a 
custom-made full-colour pack! 

A moving tribute to Gallipoli

Featuring a ‘Moving Image’ design of the 
Gallipoli Landing, this 40mm 25g sterling 
silver Proof has a mintage of just 5,000 
coins – each set in a case.

Made from a 
genuine 1911-64 
Australian Penny, 
the Penny Slouch 
Hat Keyring is 
practical, poignant 
and affordable 
at $12.95. Set in 
a ready-to-wrap 
pack!

Genuine WWI Medals 
Remarkably affordable, given the authentic 
wartime history they represent, these official WWI 
Service Medals are guaranteed to be genuine and 
original. Awarded to all qualifying British Empire 
troops, the trio comprises the 1914-18 War 
Medal, 1914-19 Victory Medal and 1914-15 Star, 
with the last-mentioned known as ‘the Gallipoli 
Star’. A poignant acquisition for any collector, 
each medal is complete with correct ribbon.

1914-1918 WWI Service Medal Trio
$299

13027

2017 $1 Women in War Sydney 
ANDA Expo Overprint PNC 

$35
17612

2014 $1 WWI Centenary  
Al-Br Unc

$695
SH271

2015 $5 WWI Gallipoli Landing 
Lenticular Silver Proof

$95
10373

Penny Slouch Hat Keyring
$1295

SH248

12
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The end of the Great War – celebrated in silver
Inspiring predictably strong demand as we 
mark 100 years since the guns fell silent on 
the Western Front, these official Solomon 
Islands legal tender coins form a permanent 
memorial to the conclusion of the Great War. 

Honouring the Battle of Hamel and the signing 
of the Armistice respectively, each 40mm, 25g 
sterling silver Proof is set in a case with a 

numbered Certificate of Authenticity. Attesting 
to the extremely exclusive nature of this 
release, that Certificate confirms the limited 
worldwide mintage of just 5,000.

Prestigious tribute in gold
A commanding precious metal tribute to those who 
served Australia during WWI, this Niue legal tender issue 
is poignant, prestigious and very exclusive. The mintage 
of the 2018 $100 WWI Armistice Centenary 1oz Gold 
Proof is a mere 150 coins! 

Presented within a lavish timber case, and spanning 
38.61mm, each of those coins is individually edge-
numbered – matching the numbered Certificate of 
Authenticity! With demand for this coin predictably strong 
in this important centenary year, do not delay your order. 

Comprising TEN sterling silver Proofs, 
including the two coins at left, this 
spectacular chronicle of Australia’s 
WWI experience is set in a lockable 
timber case – valued at $150 but 
yours FREE! Limited edition just 500!

2018 $10 WWI Armistice & Hamel 
Silver Proof Pair
Official Issue Price

$198
17580

Also available individually, see Order Form

2018 $100 WWI Armistice 
Centenary 1oz Gold Proof 
Official Issue Price

$2,995
16812

2014-2018 $1 WWI Centenary 
Silver Proof 10-Coin Collection 

$999
18127

13For more world coins & banknotes, visit www.downies.com
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The Dead Man’s Penny
Full-size, detailed and faithful to the original, this 120mm 
medallion recreates the Memorial Plaque – issued to the next of 
kin of British Empire Forces who paid the ultimate price in WWI. 
Colloquially known as the Dead Man’s Penny, each medallion is 
presented within an illustrated, informative hardback pack.

Two Up – more than a game! 
Two Up is more than a game – it is one of Australia's grandest 
traditions, and a link to some of the nation's most important 
history. Including two genuine Australian WWI-era George V 
pennies and a traditional 'kip' with which to toss the coins in the 
air, the set is housed in a box with descriptive instructions.

History of the Rising Sun  
Hat Badge Collection

$98
AP066

WWI Memorial Plaque Replica
$6995

12561

1914-18 WWI Predecimal 
Coin Pack

$129
SH276

WWI Two Up Set
$3295

SH064

An inspiring tribute to one of Australia’s first and most important 
national emblems, this historic collection comprises full-size die-
cast recreations of all seven different Rising Sun Badge types used 
since the insignia was created for the 1899-1902 Boer War.

The coins struck from 1914 to 1918 give you the chance to form 
a tangible connection with those who served Australia during WWI. 
Issued in low numbers, the 1914-18 halfpenny, penny, florin, shilling, 
sixpence & threepence are scarce. Dates and mints of our choice.

Ø120mm
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Premium grade presentation
A poignant pathway to the heart of Australia’s wartime history, 
the WWII Coin & Banknote Premium Portfolio is a first-class 
presentation. Housed in an illustrated, informative hardback portfolio, 
this set comprises a 1942 Armitage/McFarlane £1 in Unc and a San 
Francisco Mint 1944S Florin in BU. Limited edition just 200!

Less than $15 per coin!
Strictly limited to a mintage of just 5,000, this 24-carat gold-
plated, full-colour enamel penny set honours Australians both 
on the frontline and on the Homefront during WWII. Presented 
within a case with an individually numbered booklet, this historic 
collection represents top value-for-money at under $15 per coin.

An authentic WWII keepsake

Comprising an example of the denominations issued in 
Australia during WWII – halfpenny, penny, threepence, 
sixpence, shilling & florin – this comprehensive set 
represents excellent value. An authentic wartime 
keepsake, the 1939-45 WWII Predecimal Pack can be 
yours for just $59! Dates and mints of our choice.

1939-45 WWII Predecimal 
Coin Pack

$59
12453

WWII Coin & Banknote 
Premium Portfolio

$599
15120

WWII Coins of Conflict  
Enamelled Penny Collection

$129
10621

Order today, call us on 1300 788 358



Astoundingly innovative 
– proudly Aussie!
A masterwork of modern minting, with 
the flan created in the shape of an Aussie 
flag rippling in the breeze, this official 
legal tender issue is a must-have for every 
patriotic Australian.

The first of its kind, created with groundbreaking 
new minting technology, the 2018 $2 Australian 
Flag Silver Prooflike represents sensational value 
at just $149. With this pioneering coin set to 
create barnstorming demand, and the mintage 
just 1,000, we recommend immediate action.

2018 $2 Australian Flag 
Silver Prooflike

$149
18265

 ´ Struck to Prooflike 
quality from 1oz of 
99.9% pure silver

 ´ Tiny mintage 
restricted to a mere 
1,000 coins 

 ´ Official Niue legal 
tender issue – spans 
50mm x 32mm

 ´ Housed within 
an informative 
presentation pack

NEW  
RELEASE

Delivery expected early May

Artist's impression
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Visit us at our Melbourne  
and Sydney* retail outlets

See Order Form for  
contact details

Wholesale Enquires 
wholesale@downies.com

follow us @downiesPO Box 3131  
Nunawading, Vic 3131

Complete the Order Form and mail 
in the supplied reply-paid envelope

Order securely online at:
www.downies.com

Call 1300 788 358
Mon to Fri from 9am-5pm

CONVENIENT WAYS TO ORDER!


